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Abstract

Transmission Electron microscopes (TEM) operate at a very low vacuum pressure level to
achieve atomic resolution and protect the specimen. The vacuum subsystem, which is responsible for obtaining and maintaining this low-pressure level, comes in multiple configurations to meet specific customers’ requirements. The development of new vacuum configurations takes long and is costly due to the complexity of the vacuum system and the
long feedback loop between the software team and the system team.
To speed up and reduce the cost of the vacuum system development, the project investigates two improvements. Firstly, visual modeling is used to enable vacuum experts to directly define an executable vacuum behavior. Vacuum experts can then refine vacuum behavior without depending on the software team, which essentially eliminates the long feedback loops across teams. The project has defined a comprehensive list of criteria for modeling tools and has compared Simulink, Dezyne, and SysML. Secondly, the vacuum behavior is decomposed into compartments, significantly reducing the vacuum system complexity. This project presents how to model the decomposed vacuum subsystem behavior
using the selected language (SysML/Rhapsody) and how to integrate the code generated
from the models with the existing codebase.
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Foreword
Electron microscopes operate at a very low vacuum pressure level to achieve
atomic resolution and protect the specimen. Obtaining a low vacuum pressure
level requires a sophisticated system containing pumps, valves and gages, which
all work together correctly. For TEM, the vacuum system also gets relatively frequent extensions and adjustments, as required by new devices or specific customer needs. For this reason, we started looking into how to simplify and speed
up the vacuum development. There are 2 ingredients we have considered: partitioning the vacuum system into smaller components and making the vacuum behavior specification possible by a vacuum specialist who is not proficient in software.
In this PDEng project, we have had the ambition to tackle both these ingredients
simultaneously. This has been a huge challenge, which Meram has bravely embraced. As expected, the ride was not easy. We had to move fast, make choices,
adapt and produce results. To make it even more difficult, all this had to be done
in times where society was disrupted by Covid-19. Meram not only got through
and produced very good results. With her skill, speed, structure and diligence she
also made it look smooth.
To enable the vacuum system behavior to be specified by a vacuum specialist, we
switched to visual models. We have used ASD in the past, however, such modeling requires good software skills and, as such, was not usable by a vacuum specialist. We have requested a visual tool that is usable to model vacuum behavior
by a system engineer, allows simulation and generates code that can be integrated
in our software. Meram had to learn new tools in record time and performed a
series of mini experiments to model, verify its intuitiveness with a system engineer and integrate generated code. The initial choice we’ve made looked good,
however, we had to revisit it once we got to the details and have found a mismatch. This was one of the most difficult periods, which required Meram to collaborate with many people from multiple organizations. Nevertheless, with a
steady approach, she helped conclude the topic.
After the tool selection, it was all about modeling together with the vacuum specialist, integrating the generated code together with the software team and, of
course, writing the thesis. All this hard work has led to very good results, proving
all the points we requested.
We thank you for all the results and for your kindness and wish you all the best in
the future. It has been a pleasure working with you and we hope to see each other
often in the future.
Ing. Ed van de Pitte, vacuum-software technical lead
Andrei Radulescu, PhD, staff architect software
September 2020
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Preface
This report documents the “Efficient Vacuum Development using Modeling” project carried out as a final assignment for the Software Technology Professional Doctorate in Engineering (PDEng) program provided by Eindhoven University of Technology (Tue).
This project is a collaboration between TU/e and ThermoFisher Scientific.
A Professional Doctorate in Engineering program is a full-time, two-year technological
designer program offered by one of the four universities of technology in the Netherlands. The 4TU.Federation has created a joint institute for these programs called the 4TU.
School for Technological Design, Stan Ackermans Institute. A PDEng trainee develops
the competencies to create innovative technological solutions for products, processes, and
systems. These solutions are based on functional requirements as well as on business and
market requirements, within the context of society as a whole.
This report targets readers with a technical background in different disciplines, such as
software engineering and system engineering.
Meram Salih
September 2020
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Executive Summary
Transmission Electron Microscopes (TEM) operate by transmitting a beam of electrons
through a specimen to generate a very high-resolution image (below 0.5 nanometers).
These microscopes have various applications in Life Sciences, Material Science, and Semiconductor Industries. In order for a TEM to function properly, the microscope chambers
must have a very low-pressure level. The subsystem responsible for obtaining and maintaining this low-pressure level is known as the vacuum subsystem.
ThermoFisher Scientific, as one of the global leaders in designing, manufacturing, and
supporting microscope technology, provides microscopes with various configurations to
fit their customers’ requirements. This means that the vacuum subsystem comes with multiple configurations as well. The development of new vacuum subsystem configurations is
expensive; it requires efforts from both a system team and a software team and it takes a
long time to complete.
The definition, implementation, and testing of new vacuum configurations is a long process
due to the complexity of the vacuum system and the long feedback loop between the software team and the system team. This project aims to reduce the feedback loop between the
domain experts and the software team by introducing a modeling language that enables the
vacuum experts to directly model the vacuum subsystem behavior. Code can then be generated from the models and integrated with the existing vacuum codebase. The complexity
of the vacuum subsystem can be reduced by decomposing it into small isolated compartments. This project focuses on modeling the decomposed vacuum subsystem behavior to
demonstrate that the decomposition leads to simpler models.
This project presents the selection criteria and process used to choose the vacuum modeling
language. It also provides the results of applying the selection process on three modeling
languages: Simulink, Dezyne, and SysML. This phase resulted in selecting SysML as the
vacuum modeling language. In addition, this project presents how to model the decomposed vacuum subsystem using SysML/Rhapsody and how to integrate the code generated
from the models with the existing codebase. Finally, this project compares the complexity
of existing vacuum models with the new SysML/Rhapsody models.
In conclusion, this project serves as proof of concept that introducing a modeling language
enables the vacuum experts to define and refine the behavior of the vacuum subsystem
without depending on the software team. This leads to lower development and maintenance
cost for new vacuum configurations and extensions. According to the feedback from the
vacuum expert, SysML/Rhapsody models are at the appropriate abstraction level and with
some training it will be possible for him to directly create, validate, and modify the models
from which the code is generated. In addition, SysML/Rhapsody models demonstrated that
the vacuum decomposition leads to a simpler ruleset. This way, changes can be applied
much faster, which speeds up the vacuum development iterations. On the other hand, the
project did not explore the formal verification possibilities with SysML models. Recommendations regarding this aspect are presented as future work.
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1.Introduction
This project aims to improve the development process of the vacuum subsystem in the
Transmission Electron Microscopes (TEM) produced by ThermoFisher Scientific.
ThermoFisher Scientific produces microscopes with various configurations to fit their
customers’ requirements. This means that the vacuum subsystem comes with multiple
configurations as well. A new configuration for the vacuum subsystem implies adding/removing some hardware components and modifying the software accordingly.
The development of new vacuum configurations takes several iterations. Each iteration
requires efforts from multiple teams (domain experts and a software team) and takes a
long time to complete. All of this makes the development of new vacuum configurations expensive. This project introduces a modeling language that enables the domain
experts to directly create, validate, and modify the models from which the code is generated. This will lead to lower development and maintenance cost for the new vacuum
configurations and extensions.
This chapter briefly introduces ThermoFisher scientific as a company. In addition, it
provides an overview of the theory behind the Transmission Electron Microscope and
its vacuum subsystem. Finally, it provides a general introduction to the project.

1.1

Context

1.1.1. Transmission Electron Microscope
The Transmission Electron Microscope is capable of providing very high-resolution
images. It transmits a beam of electrons through a specimen to generate an image. The
TEM has a resolution below 0.5 nanometers, which is thousands of times higher than
the resolution of light microscopes.
ThermoFisher Scientific is a global leader in designing, manufacturing, and supporting
microscope technology. ThermoFisher provides a wide range of low-, mid-, and highend transmission electron microscopes. These microscopes have various applications
in Life Sciences, Material Science, and Semiconductor Industries.
The TEM consists of a Gun, a Column, and a Projection as shown in Figure 1. The
Gun generates an electron beam; then it uses high voltage and electromagnetic lenses
to accelerate and focus the beam on the specimen placed in the middle of the Column.
After the beam passes through the specimen, a set of lenses magnifies it. The image
becomes visible when the electron beam hits a detector such as a fluorescent screen or
a camera in the Projection. All these parts require a vacuum state to function. However, the level of the required vacuum is different for each of the Gun, Colum, and
Projection.
A vacuum state means that the chambers have a very low-pressure level. The Gun
requires vacuum surroundings because it has a very sensitive tip; a disturbance in the
vacuum can lead to a shorter lifetime or can even damage the Gun. The vacuum is also
very important to ensure the image quality. This is because a vacuum state minimizes
the total number of molecules inside the chambers. Consequently, the chances that the
electrons fired by the Gun collide with or are absorbed by other molecules are reduced.
Moreover, a vacuum is needed to avoid specimen contamination.
The hardware and software responsible for creating and maintaining the vacuum state
are known as the vacuum subsystem.

Gun

liner tube
(physical tube through which electrons travel)
lenses

Column

specimen

Projection

Figure 1 - Schematic overview of TEM

1.1.2. Vacuum subsystem
The vacuum subsystem consists of the following hardware devices:
• Pumps to remove air from the chambers
• Valves to prevent/allow air flow as desired
• Gauges to monitor the pressures inside the chambers
• Pipes, tubes, and hoses to connect everything
For a specific microscope type, the logic that controls vacuum devices to maintain the
required vacuum levels is referred to as the ruleset. For implementing the ruleset, vacuum devices were divided into compartments as shown in Figure 2. On a functional
level, the vacuum system consists of three key compartments:
• Accelerator
• Column (octagon + liner)
• Projection
• LoadLock

Figure 2 - The Vacuum subsystem compartments

2

1.2 Project Introduction
Development of a complex system like the vacuum subsystem is a multidisciplinary
task. The team responsible for developing the vacuum subsystem includes vacuum experts, system architects, software architects, software engineers, and system testers.
Vacuum experts, system architects, and system engineers are responsible for defining
the ruleset for the vacuum subsystem. Software architects and software engineers are
responsible for developing the software implementing the ruleset. System and software
testers are responsible for ensuring that the system works as described by the ruleset.
Defining and implementing a vacuum ruleset is a long process due to the complexity
of the vacuum system and the long feedback loop between the software team and the
system team. These reasons are explained in more details in the next chapter.
The goal of this project is to speed up this development process by facilitating the
collaboration among the multidisciplinary team members. This project focuses on defining a modeling language that is understandable by the different stakeholders involved in developing the vacuum subsystem. This language can be used to develop a
model that describes the ruleset and automatically generates code from it.

1.3

Outline

The next chapter discusses the problems addressed by this project along with the proposed solution. Chapter 3 introduces the stakeholders involved in this project in addition to their concerns and roles in the project. Chapter 4 illustrates the technology selection process and results. Chapter 5 describes the concepts of SysML state chart,
moreover, it explains the SysML ruleset model introduced in this project. Finally, it
illustrates the design decisions made in this project.
Chapter 6 describes the integration of the code generated from the SysML ruleset
model with the vacuum codebase. Chapter 7 discusses the verification and validation
methods used in this project.
Chapter 8 presents a comparison of the model’s complexity in different languages.
Chapter 9 discusses the results and future work for the project. Chapter 10 reflects on
the project management. Finally, Chapter 11 presents the retrospective of the project
from the author’s point of view. ■
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2.Problem Analysis
The definition, implementation, and testing of a vacuum ruleset is a long process due
to the complexity of the vacuum system and the long feedback loop between the software team and the system team.
This chapter starts by discussing the complexity of the vacuum ruleset and the proposed solution to reduce it. After that, the current way of working to develop the vacuum ruleset is illustrated and the challenges faced when following it are highlighted.
In addition, this section also introduces the proposed way of working and how this
change will improve the development efficiency of the vacuum ruleset. Finally, this
chapter illustrates the objectives of the project.

2.1

Complexity of the ruleset

The vacuum compartments shown in Figure 2 are dependent on each other, which
means a small change in the hardware of one compartment can affect other compartments. The dependencies between compartments result in complicated state machines
that describe the ruleset of the system. As the state machines grow in complexity, the
time required to define, implement, and test them increases. In addition, the risk of
introducing bugs also increases.
Decomposing the vacuum subsystem into smaller isolated compartments can reduce
the complexity of the ruleset. A proposed decomposition is shown in Figure 3. The
interface indicated by red lines in Figure 3 needs to be at the highest possible level of
abstraction to localize the scope of change when developing new vacuum configurations. This will lead to simpler design and consequently will speed up the development.
This project aims to model the new decomposed vacuum ruleset to demonstrate that
vacuum decomposition leads to a simpler ruleset.

Figure 3 - Proposed vacuum compartment decomposition

2.2 Ruleset development process
This section illustrates the current ruleset development process and highlights the challenges faced when following it. In addition, this section also introduces the proposed
development process and how this change will improve the development efficiency of
the vacuum ruleset. Figure 4 gives an overview of the current vacuum ruleset development process. This process is described in more detail in the upcoming sections.

Figure 4- Overview of the current vacuum ruleset development process

2.2.1. Vacuum definition
The complex task of creating and maintaining appropriate vacuum levels in each compartment can be broken down into a set of independent smaller tasks or states. The
system moves from one state to another upon reception of events.
The vacuum subsystem asynchronously receives and processes events. These events
can come from two sources:
1. User commands: The microscope operator has a set of action buttons. Each
button sends a specific event to the vacuum subsystem.
2. Hardware devices: Events can be triggered by changes in the states of the
hardware elements. For example, when a certain pressure threshold is
reached, some devices send specific events to the vacuum subsystem.
Each compartment can have multiple stable states in which the vacuum system can
stay safely until an event occurs. In addition, each compartment has a set of events it
can receive. While a compartment moves from one state to another, some actions are
performed. The definition of these actions for each possible transition is known as
compartment transitions.
Vacuum experts and system architects define the compartments’ transitions in the form
of documents and/or diagrams. After that, software architects use these documents and
diagrams to make flow diagrams. Each flow diagram describes one transition. An example of these flow diagrams is shown in Figure 5. Finally, vacuum experts review the
flow diagrams to confirm that they accurately reflect the ruleset.
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Accelerator Pum p Implementation 6.14
(with “Jump Start” support)

[Pump]
loopCount = 0
[Error]
Failed

IGPa Is Running

[YES]
NI.Completed

[NO]
[Error]
Failed

Disable IGPaHighWatchdog

[Error]
Failed

Turn On IGPa

Waiting IGPa Running / Stopped / Disconnected

[Failed]
Failed

{IGPa startup: Waiting for IGP to start
AwaitIGPStartup, T ODO max JumpStart Timeout

IGPa state

[Stopped / Disconnected]
Failed

[Running]
Delay
{IIGPa startup: Waiting to take a first sample,
AdditionalIGPStartupWait [60*1000]

IGPa pressure → sample1

[Error, High, Overflow,
Disabled]

[Undrflow,Low, MedLow, MedHigh]

Delay
{IIGPa startup: Waiting to take a second sample,
AwaitSample2IGPaStartup, 60 * 1000)

IGPa pressure → sample2

[Error, High, Overflow,
MedLow, MedHigh
Disabled]

[Undrflow,Low]
[Failed]
Failed

Enable IGPaHighWatchdog

Turn Off IGPa

NI.Completed

[Completed / Failed]
NI.Failed

Figure 5 - Example of a flow chart describing a compartment transition

2.2.2. Vacuum modeling
The control logic of the vacuum system is implemented using Analytical Software Design tool (ASD) [1]. ASD provides verified multi-client behavior, which means that it
checks for dead locks, live locks, and race conditions, and ensures interface validation.
Software engineers manually translate the flow diagrams into ASD models. Figure 6
shows an overview of the complete vacuum ruleset model in ASD. Transitions are
modeled in a tabular form as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6 - Overview of vacuum ruleset model in ASD

Figure 7 - Example of a component model in ASD

2.2.3. Code generation and Integration
The C++ code, which implements the vacuum ruleset, is automatically generated from
the ASD vacuum ruleset model. Software engineers write glue code to integrate the
generated code with the existing code base. Writing the glue code only takes place
once. If the implementation is adjusted at a later state, the glue code will already be in
place unless a new component is introduced to the model. In this case, glue code for
the new component needs to be written.

2.2.4. System testing
System testers study the flow diagrams to define test cases. These test cases ensure that
the vacuum subsystem is working as described in the ruleset.
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2.2.5. Challenges of the current development process
From the process described in the previous sections, the flow diagrams and the ASD
model duplicate the same information as they both describe the ruleset. The reason
behind this is that the ASD model is too complicated to be used by people with no
software background (vacuum experts, system engineers, and test designers). Although
having the flow charts is justified, a lot of time is required to develop, verify, and
maintain them.
The development process can be divided into two parts depending on the people involved: system and software. The flow diagrams serve as the communication point
between the two worlds. This separation results in long feedback loops, which means
that discovering and fixing mistakes in the vacuum ruleset takes a long time.

2.2.6. Proposed development process
The project addresses issues discussed in the previous section by introducing a language that can be used to model the vacuum subsystem in a way understandable to all
people involved in the development process. Having such a language will extend the
system part of the process to include vacuum modeling. This will make the models the
new communication point. As a result, the need for flow charts will be eliminated and
the feedback loop will be shortened. The development process using the new language
is described in Figure 8.

Figure 8 - Improved Vacuum ruleset development process

2.3 Related work
The software team carried out an experiment to replace some parts of the ASD models
with Dezyne models [2]. This experiment proved that vacuum ruleset can be modeled
in Dezyne and that the code generated from these models can be integrated with the
existing vacuum codebase. However, the experiment did not consider the intuitiveness
of the models to the system team. These Dezyne models were used as a starting point
for this project’s technology selection phase.
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2.4 Project goal
This project aims to improve the development process of the vacuum subsystem
ruleset. In particular, it will enable the domain experts to directly make and validate
the system models from which the code is generated. Consequently, the following objectives are defined:
• Define a modeling language understandable by all stakeholders involved in
the vacuum subsystem development process.
• Evaluate tools for modeling the vacuum ruleset and select the most appropriate one.
• Model the decomposed vacuum ruleset using the defined modeling language.
• Generate code from the models and integrate it with the vacuum code base.■
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3.Stakeholder Analysis
This chapter illustrates the goals and roles of all stakeholders involved in the project.
This project is a collaboration between two organizations: ThermoFisher Scientific and
Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e).

3.1

ThermoFisher Scientific

ThermoFisher Scientific is the owner of the project. The company’s main interest is to
increase the efficiency of the vacuum subsystem ruleset development process. To fulfill this interest, ThermoFisher envisions a new vacuum modeling language that facilitates the collaboration between the different people involved in developing the vacuum ruleset.
The users of the vacuum ruleset model and modeling language can be divided into two
groups based on their disciplines: system and software. The system group includes
vacuum experts, system architects, system engineers, and system testers. The software
group includes software architects and software engineers.
Although both groups will be using the vacuum models and modeling language, each
has different concerns. The system group is concerned about the intuitiveness and ease
of use of the language while the software group is concerned about ease of troubleshooting, the reliability of code generated from the models, and the ease of integration
with the vacuum codebase. Table 1 shows the stakeholders at ThermoFisher side and
their role in the project.
Table 1 – ThermoFisher Scientific stakeholders

Name

Project Role

Andrei Radulescu

Project supervisor. Member of the Project Steering
Group. Manages project progress and defines priorities
and requirements.

Ed van de Pitte

Project supervisor. Member of the Project Steering
Group. Manages project progress and defines priorities
and requirements.
Participates in the vacuum decomposition project
which provides the specifications needed to model the
vacuum ruleset.
Provides knowledge about the existing vacuum codebase and ASD models.
System Architect. Participates in weekly progress
meetings and decision making.
Responsible for the vacuum decomposition proposal
shown in Section 2.1
Participates in the vacuum decomposition project,
which provides the specifications needed to model the
vacuum ruleset.
System Engineer (the vacuum expert for this project).
Participates in weekly progress meetings.
Provides feedback on the modeling language and
ruleset models.
Is responsible for providing the specifications needed
to model the vacuum ruleset.

Joost Dierkse

Naren Hoovinakatte
Ranganath

Vladimir Akvitskiy

Software Designer. Provides knowledge about the existing vacuum codebase and ASD models.

Sowmya Sriraman

System Tester. Provides feedback on the ruleset models.

3.2

TU/e

Eindhoven University of Technology is responsible for providing support in the process, design, project management, implementation, and risk management of the project. Table 2 shows the stakeholders at the TU/e side and their roles in the project. ■
Table 2 – TU/e stakeholders

Name

Project Role

Mark van den Brand

Project supervisor. Member of the Project Steering
Group. Ensures quality of the design and the scientific
aspect of the report.
Ensures that the quality of the deliverables of the project are in line with the program standards.

Yanja Dajsuren

Software technology program manager. Ensures that
the quality the deliverables of the project are in line
with the program standards.

Meram Salih

PDEng Trainee. Responsible for the design and the implementation of the project.
Responsible for the delivery of results that meet the
company and university standards.
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4.Technology Selection
As stated in the previous chapter, the project aims to use modeling to define the vacuum subsystem behavior in a way that is intuitive to the vacuum experts. After that,
code will be generated from the models and integrated with the vacuum C++ code
base. This chapter discusses and compares different approaches to define the vacuum
ruleset modeling language. In addition, it describes the selection criteria and process
used to choose the technology used in this project. Finally, it provides the results of
applying the selection process on three modeling languages: Simulink, Dezyne, and
SysML.

4.1
Approaches to define the vacuum ruleset modeling
language
As discussed in Chapter 2, the vacuum ruleset can be described as state machines. This
allows for two main approaches to define a modeling language for it. The first approach
is to define a new language to specifically model the vacuum ruleset using a language
development framework such as MPS [3] and Sirius [4]. The second approach is to use
an existing language that provides state machines modeling capabilities such as Simulink [5], Dezyne, and SysML [6].
Table 3 illustrates the comparison between using a domain specific or an existing language to model the vacuum ruleset. The major advantage of using a domain specific
language (DSL) is that the concepts can be tailored to the vacuum subsystem. Thus, it
will be more intuitive for domain experts. However, a lot of time and effort is required
to define a domain specific language as well as to maintain it. These disadvantages can
be overcome by using an existing modeling language, accepting the fact that it might
be less intuitive for the domain experts. In that case, the modeling language can be
realized via libraries to make it more intuitive.
Another aspect to consider is formal verification. Some of the existing modeling languages such as Simulink and Dezyne provide this capability while others such as
SysML require translating the models to a different language that allows verification.
Similarly, with a domain specific language, the models need to be transformed to one
of the existing languages with formal verification capabilities.
Looking at the comparison above, investing in a domain specific language for modeling the vacuum ruleset only makes sense if none of the existing languages is intuitive
enough for the stakeholders or if they fail to generate code that can be integrated with
the vacuum codebase. Therefore, the decision was made to explore the existing modeling languages according to the process explained in Section 4.3.
Table 3 – Comparison between using domain specfic langaues and existing
modeling languages

Pros

Cons

Domain Specific Languages
• Concepts of the language
can be tailored to the vacuum subsystem.
•
•

Language development
cost
Language maintenance
cost

Existing Modeling Languages
• No language development cost
• No language maintenance cost
• Concepts might be less
intuitive to the vacuum
experts.

4.2

Selection Criteria

To compare modeling languages on their suitability for modeling a vacuum ruleset, a
selection criterion was defined based on the concerns of the stakeholders. Table 4 lists
the selection criteria as well as the rationale behind each item.
These criteria can be divided into three categories:
1. Criteria related to the language and the vacuum ruleset model developed using the language: This category represents the concerns of the system engineers and the vacuum experts. It includes items such as how simple and
compact the models are, how meaningful the models are, and how easy it is
to learn and adopt the modeling language.
2. Criteria related to the tool or model development framework, for example,
how well the framework is maintained, supported, and improved, the size of
the community using the framework, and the quality of documentation. This
category mainly represents the concerns of the software and system architects.
3. Criteria related to the code generated from the models. This category mainly
represents the concerns of the software engineers. It includes items such as
the possibility to formally verify the models to make sure that the generated
code is free from runtime errors and the ease of integrating the generated
code with the vacuum code base.
Table 4 – Technology selection criteria
Criteria

Ease of use and
adoption for
vacuum experts

Detailed Criteria
Model simplicity
Model expressiveness
Learnability
Graphical representation
Verification
Simulation
MDE framework maturity

Vacuum model
development
and maintenance cost

MDE framework community
MDE framework documentation

MDE framework license
Code generation
Software development and
maintenance
cost

Ease of integration
Formal verification
Ease of troubleshooting

Integration into Continuous Integration Continuous Delivery (CICD)
pipeline
Version control
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Rational
Use few concepts to keep the model
compact and allow overview
Use Vacuum concepts to make it meaningful for the Vacuum expert
The Vacuum MDE environment should
be easy to learn by a Vacuum expert
Make it easier to adopt
Ensure Vacuum properties are met
Check Vacuum behavior manually
How well is the MDE framework supported, maintained, improved?
How large is the adoption? To what extent we can learn from the community?
How well is the MDE framework documented, is it easy to search / find information?
What do I need a license for? What are
its costs and restrictions?
How much functionality is generated:
behavior, test, simulator, logging, documentation.
How easy is it to integrate into existing
SW?
Ensure that there are no runtime errors
e.g. deadlocks
How easy it is to troubleshoot for the
developer and once deployed in the
field?
Can I have a fully automatic pipeline
from DSL to installable SW?
Can I easily see / merge changes in the
model?

4.3

Selection process

The process to select a suitable language to model the vacuum ruleset consists of three
steps. Each step addresses one of the selection criterion categories described in the
previous section.
Step 1: Model a vacuum ruleset transition using the modeling language within a time
box. This step addresses the concerns about the usability of the language tooling and
availability of support. Making a prototype gives a feeling about the ease of getting
started with the tool and how straightforward it is to model the vacuum ruleset concepts
in it. In addition, it indicates how useful the documentation and the community forums
are.
Figure 5 shows the transition chosen for the prototypes. This transition describes the
sequence of actions that must be performed to evacuate the accelerator compartment.
The time box for making an initial model was set to one week.
Failure to complete this step indicates that modeling the vacuum ruleset is not straightforward and the documentation did not provide the needed information to do so. Thus,
the language is eliminated.
Step 2: Get feedback from stakeholders on the models developed in step 1. This step
addresses the concerns about the intuitiveness of the models and the modeling language. A modeling language successfully passes this step if the stakeholders –especially the vacuum experts and system engineers – find the models to be easy to understand and the language easy to adopt.
Step 3: Generate code from the models developed in step 1 and integrate it with the
vacuum codebase. This step addresses the concerns about the generated code. It verifies the possibility and ease of integrating the generated code with the existing code.
In order to successfully complete this step, the code generated from the models must
be integrated with the vacuum code base and tested in the vacuum test application.
A language that passes all three steps is considered suitable for modeling the vacuum
ruleset and can be further investigated to design and model complicated ruleset transitions.
The selection process was followed to evaluate three modeling languages: Dezyne,
Simulink, and SysML. The next section describes the results and findings. In addition
to these three languages, SuperModels (a modeling tool developed by Sioux) was investigated briefly. However, we decided to eliminate it from our selection for the following reasons: SuperModels is still under development and it is not yet adopted by a
large community. In addition, it is not yet documented, this means that it will take a
long time to get started with the tool and it introduces a dependency on the SuperModels development team.

4.4

Selection results for Dezyne, Simulink, and SysML

4.4.1. Dezyne
Dezyne – predecessor of ADS– is a model-driven software engineering tool that is
used to create and formally verify models. The Dezyne modeling language has a textual representation and its syntax is similar to programming languages. Figure 9 shows
a part of the initial Dezyne model of the chosen transition. This model was created by
adapting the Dezyne models described in Section 2.3.
The vacuum expert, system engineer, and test designer found the model difficult to
understand because of its similarity to programming languages. In addition, Dezyne
does not support the use of submachines. This means that the models will be flat. As
the models increase in complexity, it becomes harder to have an overview. Thus, they
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become less understandable. As a result of the feedback from the stakeholders, Dezyne
was eliminated from our selection.
The major advantage of Dezyne is its formal verification. To make use of this advantage, we investigated the feasibility of developing a graphical domain specific language (DSL) that generates Dezyne models. This way, the problems of using submachines can be solved at the DSL level. Despite the value this approach could have, a
lot of time and effort is required to develop and maintain this DSL. Another problem
with this approach is the sematic mapping between the DSL and Dezyne. It is not possible to guarantee that this mapping is correct. This means that the verification results
will not be reliable. For these reasons mentioned above, we concluded that this is not
a viable option.

Figure 9 - A part of Dezyne prototype

4.4.2. Simulink
Simulink is a MATLAB-based environment for model-based design. Simulink offers
several products that support specific types of models, such as Stateflow [7] that extends Simulink to model reactive systems using state machines.
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The stakeholders found the Simulink model easy to understand and comparable to the
flow diagrams currently used to describe the vacuum ruleset. Furthermore, the use of
sub-state machines kept each level of the model simple enough to follow, Figure 10,
Figure 11, and Figure 12 show three different levels of the Simulink prototype. Based
on the positive feedback from the stakeholders, we moved to generate C++ code from
the models and integrate it with the existing vacuum code base.

Figure 10 – Simulink prototype: components

Figure 11 – Simulink prototype: Accelerator states
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Figure 12 – Simulink prototype: part of evacuating state

As discussed in Chapter 2, the vacuum ruleset is currently modeled using ASD. To
replace a part of the vacuum code base with the code generated from the Simulink
model, the Simulink model must use the existing ASD interfaces. The glue code can
then direct the calls to ASD interfaces to the Simulink model. Code integration is further discussed in Chapter 6. To model the vacuum ruleset transition shown in Figure
5, we need to model the accelerator compartment, two pump devices (IGPa and IGPb),
and two watchdogs (IGPa watchdog and IGPb watchdog). These must be identical to
ASD models for the accelerator, pump device, and watchdog.
The Simulink code generator generates a single class for each file. In the initial model
shown in Figure 10, all components needed for the transition (accelerator compartment, pumps, and watchdogs) were modeled as parallel states in the same stateflow
chart. This means that the Simulink code generator generates one class for all the components. This makes the code difficult to understand and integrate with the vacuum
code base because we need a separate class for each component that is identical to the
corresponding ASD interface. After examining the code generated from the initial
model, it was necessary to modify the model to fit the code integration requirements.
In Simulink, the only way to generate a class for each component is to model each
component in a separate file and reference those files in the main model.
The way the state charts communicate with each other was also modified to enable
code integration. Stateflow charts can communicate by sharing data with other state
charts. They can also send events to and receive events from other state charts. In addition, it is also possible to send and receive messages. In principle, the same result
can be achieved using any of these paradigms or combinations of them. However, there
will be differences in the models and in the generated code. Models using each one of
these paradigms were created and the code generated from them was examined. According to the feedback form the vacuum expert, all three models were at the proper
abstraction level. The main difference was in the generated code. The code generated
from the data and messages paradigms’ models provide a single-entry point to the
model that must be called periodically as indicated in the comments from the generated
code as shown in Figure 13. This makes them suitable for a real time system. On the
other hand, the code generated from the event paradigm provides a function for each
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event. These functions can then be called in the glue code as needed. This makes the
event paradigm suitable for an event-based system. Since the vacuum subsystem is an
event-based system as explained in Chapter 2, using the stateflow event paradigm is
the logical choice.

Figure 13 – Sample of the comments in the code generated from a Simulink model using data paradigm
To summarize, in order to integrate the code generated from Simulink models with the
vacuum code base, the following design decisions were made:
1. Each component is modeled in a separate file.
2. Components communicate with each other using events.
It turned out that it was not possible to send events between stateflow charts modeled
in different files and thus we could not satisfy both design decisions at the same time,
which is essential for successful integration with the vacuum code base. To solve this
problem, in addition to going through available documentation and examples, experts
from ThermoFisher, Sioux, and TU/e were consulted. However, we could not find a
solution. After that, we collaborated with a team from MathWorks. After several discussions we concluded that it was not possible to achieve both requirements to integrate with the existing codebase.
In conclusion, the Simulink solution for modeling the behavior of event-based system
is not a good fit to model the vacuum ruleset. These findings were discussed with and
acknowledged by a team of application engineers from MathWorks.

4.4.3. SysML
SysML provides graphical representations for modelling system requirements, structure, and behavior. Several tools can be used to create SysML models and generate
code from them. In this project, IBM Rational Rhapsody [8] was used.
To model the vacuum ruleset transition shown in Figure 5, a class diagram was used
to model the structure of the compartment as shown in Figure 14. While a state chart
was used to model the transition as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 14 – SysML class diagram describing the accelerator compartment

Figure 15 – Part of SysML state chart describing the accelerator compartment behavior
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The stakeholders found the models easy to understand. The state chart is easy to follow
and can be comparable to flow charts. In addition, the class diagram provides an overview of the relationships between the different components.
Based on the positive feedback from the stakeholders, the next step was to generate the
code from the model and integrate it with the vacuum code base. The IBM Rhapsody
code generator provides a lot of flexibility in the generated code by changing the configurations. The structure of the code was based on the class diagram. The classes describing the vacuum devices were created to match the ASD interfaces. The abovementioned factors facilitated a successful integration with the vacuum code base.
To replace a part of the vacuum code base with code generated from a SysML model,
adapters were introduced in the glue code to redirect calls for the ASD accelerator
compartment to the SysML accelerator compartment and also redirect calls for SysML
devices to ASD devices. Details about modeling the vacuum ruleset in SysML and
code integration are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively.
Based on successfully completing the three steps of the technology selection process,
SysML and Rhapsody are considered suitable for modeling the vacuum ruleset and
were selected in this project to model the vacuum ruleset.

4.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we compare defining a domain specific language and using an existing
modeling language for modeling the vacuum ruleset. The comparison results indicate
that using an existing modeling language is more suitable for modeling the vacuum
ruleset. In order to select one of the existing modeling languages, a selection criterion
and process were defined. Out of the three tested modeling languages, we have concluded that SysML/Rhapsody is the only one that can both model the vacuum ruleset
in an intuitive way to the stakeholder and is also capable of generating C++ code that
is easy to integrate with the vacuum code base. Thus, SysML/Rhapsody was selected
as the new modeling language for the vacuum ruleset.
The technology selection phase took longer than expected because of the problem we
faced with Simulink. Although this part of the project brought some interesting findings, formal verification fell out of the scope of this project as a result of this delay ■
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5.Modeling
As stated in the previous chapter, SysML was selected to model the vacuum ruleset
and IBM Rhapsody as the SysML modeling tool for this project. To model the vacuum
ruleset in SysML, the structure of the system was modeled using class diagrams while
the behavior of the system was modeled using state charts.
This chapter describes IBM Rhapsody state-chart concepts and the syntax used for
modeling the vacuum ruleset along with some examples. In addition, the vacuum
ruleset model is explained. Finally, the important design decisions made while molding
the vacuum subsystem are illustrated along with the rationale behind them.

5.1
IBM Rhapsody state-chart concepts used to model
the vacuum ruleset
The state chart shows the sequence of states that an object can go through as well as
the events and conditions causing the transition from one state to another. The state
chart also shows the actions that the object performs while transitioning or upon entering or exiting a state.
This section describes the state chart concepts and syntax used to model the vacuum
ruleset. IBM rhapsody offers more concepts such as history junctions. However, those
were not used to model the vacuum ruleset and thus they are not covered in this section.

5.1.1. States
A state represents a situation during the life of an object at which it performs some
activities or waits for some events. For example, in Figure 16 the object waits in the
state “waiting for stable state” until it receives the event “evComplete” and then transitions to the state “checking IGPa is running.”
States can be simple like the “waiting for stable state” state shown in Figure 16 or
composite as shown in Figure 17. A composite state consists of other states known as
substates. Composite sates are extensively used in modeling the vacuum ruleset to keep
every level of the state chart small and easy to comprehend.

Figure 16 – An Example of a state where the object waits for an event

Figure 17 – An Example of a composite state

5.1.2. Transitions
A transition describes the change from one state to another. The transition has the following syntax:
trigger [guard] / action list
where the trigger is the name of the event that starts the transition when it is received,
the guard is a condition that has to be met for the transition to occur, and the action list
is the actions that must be performed if and when the transition takes place. All these
three parts are optional. The transitions that do not have triggers are referred to as null
transitions, an example of a null transition is shown in Figure 18. Figure 19 shows an
example of a transition with a trigger and an action. Figure 20 shows an example of a
null transition with an action, Figure 21 shows an example of a null transition with a
guard, and Figure 16 shows a transition with only a trigger.

Figure 18 – Example of a null transition
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Figure 19 – Example of a transition with a trigger and an action

Figure 20 – Example of a null transition with an action

Figure 21 – Example of a null transition with a guard

5.1.3. Events
Events are used for asynchronous communication between objects. Each class defines
the set of events it can receive. An object can send an event to itself or to another object
by using the send action symbol shown in Figure 22. This symbol, which is a special
Rhapsody syntax, allows the user to specify the name of the target and the name of the
event to be sent. Figure 23 shows an example at which the event turnoff is sent to the
octagon compartment.
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The send action symbol creates an instance of the event and pushes it to an event queue.
When an event gets to the top of the queue, it is dispatched to the proper object. The
event is deleted after the object processes it.

Figure 22 – Send action symbol

Figure 23 – Send action example

5.1.4. Timeouts
Figure 24 shows the timeout symbol used in Rhapsody state charts. When a timeout
is connected to a state, as shown in Figure 25, the timer starts as soon as the object
enters the state. When the timeout expires, the object receives a timeout event and
transitions to an appropriate state.

Figure 24 – Timeout symbol

Figure 25 – Timeout example
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5.1.5. Diagram connectors
Diagram connectors enable connecting different parts of a diagram without drawing
transitions. This helps to keep the state charts simple and easy to follow. The connection is defined by matching names on the source and target diagram connectors. Figure
26 shows an example of source diagram connecter while Figure 27 shows the target
diagram connector.

Figure 26 – Example of source diagram connector

Figure 27 – Example of destination diagram connector

5.1.6. Condition connectors
A condition connector is a decision point where one transition can have several
branches but only one branch can be taken. Each branch has a guard. If the guard evaluates to true, then the branch is taken. Figure 28 shows an example of condition connector.

Figure 28 – Example of a condition connector
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5.1.7. Exit points
An exit point is used to represent a transition from a substate chart to its parent chart.
In other words, it is used to connect two levels of state charts. For example, Figure 29
shows the composite state “Stopping IGPa” which has an exit point labeled
“IGPa_Off”. This exit point is the source of the transition towards the state “Waiting
For IGPa Stop”. When stepping inside the composite state “Stopping IGPa” as shown
in Figure 30, we see that the event “evCompleted” triggers the transition to the exit
point “IGPa_Off”. This means that the exit point “IGPa_off” connects the transition
triggered by receiving the event “evCompleted” in the substate chart with the state
“Waiting For IGPa Stop” in the parent state chart.

Figure 29 – Exit point example: parent chart

Figure 30 – Exit point example: substate chart
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5.2

Modeling vacuum sub-system ruleset

In this project the accelerator compartment and a part of the octagon compartment were
modeled in SySML. The rest of the vacuum system including the vacuum devices such
as pumps and valves are still modeled in ASD.
As discussed in Section 2.1, the vacuum subsystem is decomposed into small independent compartments. In order to define the ruleset of the decomposed vacuum system, three levels of abstraction are needed. The first one describes the system transitions. The vacuum user interface shown in Figure 31 lists the actions that can be performed in the vacuum system, for example, evacuate all and vacuum off. The vacuum
experts define flow charts that describe each one of these system transitions. Figure 32
shows the flow chart that explains the transition “vacuum off.” As shown in the figure,
this transition turns off the vacuum compartments one by one.

Figure 31 – Vacuum user interface

Figure 32 – Example of a flow chart describing a system transition
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To keep the behavior of these compartments isolated from each other, a level of flow
charts that takes care of the dependencies between the compartments is introduced. For
example, before turning off the octagon compartment, the other compartments that it
depends on should be in a safe condition. A high-level (HL) flow that describes what
needs be done before actually turning off the octagon is introduced in addition to the
Compartment Level (CL) flow that describes how the octagon uses its own devices to
achieve the requested action. Figure 33 shows the high-level flow while Figure 34
shows the compartment level flow to turn off the octagon.

Figure 33 – Example of a High Level (HL) flow

Figure 34 – Example of a Compartment Level (CL) flow
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The vacuum system consists of compartments and each compartment consists of devices. This structure is modeled in SysML using class diagrams. Figure 35 shows the
class diagram that describes the octagon compartment. The class diagram shows the
events each class can receive and the operations it can perform.
A class can have an associated state chart to describe its behavior. Since modeling the
complete behavior of the vacuum devices is out of the scope of this project, the classes
representing them are not yet associated with state charts. Those classes were created
to match the ASD device interfaces to enable code integration as explained in Section
4.4.2.

Figure 35 – Example of a class diagram
Each compartment class is associated with a state chart. This state chart models the CL
flows. Figure 36 shows the state chart modeling the CL flow for turning off the octagon
compartment shown in Figure 34. The composite state “Turning Off” consists of four
composite states. Each one of these states represents one of the steps in the flow chart
shown in Figure 34. The system moves to the next state upon completion of the current
one. When stepping into the composite state “Closing Vmco” as shown in Figure 37,
we can see the implementation of closing the “Vmco” valve. During the default transition, the octagon triggers Vmco “CloseAndWait” operation. Then it waits in the state
“Closing Vmco” until it receives one of the two events: “evCompleted” or “evFailed”.
“evCompleted” takes the octagon to the next composite state through the exit point
“Vmco Closed”. While the event “evFailed” takes the octagon to the diagram connector labeled “Turning on Failed.”
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Figure 36 – Example of a CL flow model

Figure 37 – Example of a substate chart of a CL flow model
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The vacuum system transitions are also modeled as classes. Their associations with the
compartments are reflected in class diagrams. Figure 38 shows the class diagram describing the transition “vacuum off.” Similar to compartments classes, system transitions classes have associated state charts that describe their behavior. These state charts
incorporate the flow charts describing the system transitions with the HL flow charts
described in the previous section. Figure 39 shows the state chart modeling the vacuum
system transition “vacuum off.” Each one of the states “Turning off accelerator,”
“Turning off octagon,” “Turning off load lock,” and “Turning off projection” are composite states. If we step into the composite state “Turning off octagon” as shown in
Figure 40, we can see that it reflects the HL flow for turning off the octagon shown in
Figure 33 .

Figure 38 – Example of a system transition class diagram

Figure 39 – Example of a system transition flow model
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Figure 40 – Example of a HL flow model

5.3

Design decisions

5.3.1. Concurrency
The code generated from IBM Rhapsody is based on the Object Execution Framework
(OXF) [9]. The OXF framework provides – among others – the functionality to queue,
dispatch, and process events. The generated code reuses those functionalities by inheriting from the appropriate framework classes.
A class that has an associated state chart is referred to as a reactive class. Reactive
classes inherit the capabilities to process events from the OXF framework. A reactive
class runs on the application main thread and does not have its own event queues. Instead all events from all reactive classes are pushed to the same queue. An event loop
that runs on a separate thread continuously checks the event queue. When an event is
at the top of the queue, it is dispatched to the appropriate object. On the other hand, the
OXF framework also supports active classes. Those classes run on their own threads
and are capable of queuing, dispatching, and handling their events. Active classes are
useful if the application requires its components to process their events at the same
time.
In the vacuum subsystem, only one system transition is allowed at a time (buttons to
start transitions are disabled while an action is running). Thus, reactive classes are suitable for modeling the system transitions. A system transition invokes the compartments sequentially, which means that there is no need for the compartments’ transitions
to run in parallel. Thus, reactive classes are also suitable for modeling the vacuum
compartments.
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5.3.2. Modeling common behavior
Several parts of a state chart might share the same behavior. For example, in a composite state, a failed action in any substate might require the same error handling behavior. To keep the models simple and maintainable, redundancy must be avoided. Thus,
the shared behavior is modeled only once. Diagram connectors are used to access the
shared behavior in order to keep the chart simple and avoid spaghetti transitions. Figure
27 shows an example of central error handling while Figure 26 shows how this central
error handling can be reached from other parts of the state chart.

5.3.3. Modeling exception handling
In some situations, for example, when a watchdog senses an unsafe pressure level, it
is required that the system stops the current operations and performs appropriate error
handling. This means that regardless of the current state, when the system receives an
event indicating an exception, it should immediately move from the current state to the
state were the error handling is implemented.
Figure 41 shows an example of how the exception handling is modeled in this project.
If all substates of a composite state react to the same event in the same way, the common transition can be drawn from the parent state. This indicates that if the system is
in the state “Evacuating Octagon” regardless of the current substate, when the event
“evError” is received then the system will move from the current substate to the substate “Error Handling.”

Figure 41 – Example of exception handling model

5.3.4. Project structure
In IBM Rhapsody, Packages divide the model into subsystems, which can consist of
classes, their associated state charts, class diagrams, and other logical artifacts. Packages do not have direct responsibilities or behavior; they are simply containers for other
objects. The packages can be reused in new projects.
In order to keep class diagrams simple, each compartment is modeled in a separate
package as shown in Figure 42. To avoid the redefinition of the vacuum devices, they
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are modeled as a separate pack named “common” as shown in Figure 43. This way, a
compartment class diagram can refer to devices’ classes defined in the common package. Figure 35 shows the class diagram of an octagon compartment reusing pump and
valve classes defined in the common package. Similarly, a system transition class diagram can refer to compartment classes defined in separate packages. ■

Figure 42 – Structure of the vacuum ruleset project

Figure 43 – Example of a package
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6.Code Integration
This chapter illustrates how the C++ code generated from the SysML vacuum ruleset
models was integrated with the existing vacuum code base. It describes the existing
vacuum code base and the modifications made to enable the integration with the code
generated from the SysML models.

6.1

Structure of the existing vacuum code base

There are three levels of state machines in the vacuum code base: device level, compartment level, and system level state machines. Device level state machines describe
the behavior of devices such as pumps and valves. Compartment level state machines
describe the sequence of devices’ operations needed to fulfil compartments’ operations. System level state machines describe the sequence of compartments’ operations
needed to fulfil the actions listed in the vacuum user interface. Thus, the system state
machines use the compartments state machines and similarly compartments state machines use devices state machines.
Figure 44 shows a simplified overview of the structure of the existing vacuum code
base. When a user starts one of the vacuum transitions via the vacuum user interface,
the “Transition Executer” invokes the corresponding ASD model that implements this
transition. Transitions invoke operations on the ASD models that implement the compartments via the “Vacuum Compartments” instance. Compartments invoke operation
on the ASD models that implement their devices.

Figure 44 – Structure of the existing vacuum code base

6.2
Integrating SysML generated code with the vacuum code base
To replace the ASD Transitions models with the SysML Transitions models explained
in Chapter 5, SysML Transitions must work with the ASD “Transition Executer”. This
means that when the “Transition Executer” invokes a transition, the call should be

redirected to the corresponding SysML transition. In addition, when a SysML transition completes or fails, it should notify the “Transition Executer”.
To redirect calls from the “Transition Executer” to SysML compartments, adapters
were introduced in the glue code. Figure 45 shows the class diagram that describes the
adapter connecting the “Transition Executer” to “SysML Vacuum Off “transition. To
enable SysML transitions to send notifications to the “Transition Executer”, adapters
were introduced in the glue code. Figure 46 shows the class diagram describing the
adapter that connects the “SysML Vacuum Off Notification Interface” to the “Transition Executer.”

Figure 45 – Class diagram describing the adapter connecting the “Transition Executer” to “SysML Vacuum Off” transition

Figure 46 – Class diagram describing the adapter that connects the “SysML VacuumOff notification
interface” to the “Transition Executer”
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To replace the ASD compartments models with the SysML compartments models described in Chapter 5, the SysML compartments need to work with the ASD devices
models. This means that when a SysML compartment invokes a device, the call should
be redirected to the corresponding ASD device. In addition, when an ASD device finishes an operation, it should notify the SysML compartment.
The devices are modeled in SysML as classes without associated state charts as described in Chapter 5. These classes were created to match the ASD devices’ interfaces.
To connect the SysML and ASD devices, adapters were introduced in the glue code.
Figure 47 shows the class diagram that describes the adapter connecting the SysML
pump to the ASD pump while Figure 48 shows a snippet of the code realizing it.

Figure 47 – Class diagram that describing the adapter connecting the SysML pump to the ASD pump

Figure 48 – Snippet of the implementation of the adapter connecting the SysML pump to the ASD pump
To enable the ASD devices to send notifications to the SysML compartments, adapters
were introduced in the glue code. Figure 49 shows the class diagram describing the
adapter that connects the ASD pump notification interface to SysML compartment
while Figure 50 shows a snippet of the code realizing it. ■
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Figure 49 – Class diagram describing the adapter that connects the ASD pump notification interface to
SysML compartment

Figure 50 – Snippet of the implementation of the adapter connecting the the ASD pump notification interface to SysML compartment
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7.Verification and Validation
This chapter illustrates the verification and the validation techniques followed in this
project.

7.1

Verification

To ensure that the SysML model of the vacuum ruleset reflects the specifications provided by the vacuum expert, both the models and code generated from them were verified. This section does not cover formal verification as it is out of the scope of this
project.

7.1.1. Models verification
State charts modeled in IBM Rhapsody can be animated. The animation mode allows
the user to generate events and observe state chart changes. These changes are shown
by highlighting states entered and transitions taken. Figure 51 shows an example of a
state chart in the amination mode. The magenta color indicates the current state while
the yellow color indicates the previous state.
The amination mode was used to verify that the models behave as expected. In addition, weekly review sessions were organized with the vacuum expert. In these sessions,
the vacuum expert reviews the models to verify that they reflect the specifications.

Figure 51 – Example of a state chart in the animation mode

7.1.2. Code verification
In order to verify that the code generated from the SysML models works as expected
and that the integration with the vacuum code base is successful, two types of tests
were performed: manual tests and Behavior Driven Development (BDD) tests.
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Manual tests
The code was tested by performing actions on the vacuum user interface, observing
the changes to the vacuum devices, and comparing those changes with the specifications. Figure 52, Figure 53, and Figure 54 illustrate an example of a manual test. In
this example, the good weather case for evacuating the accelerator is tested. The specification describing this transition is shown in Figure 5. Figure 52 shows the initial
condition of the accelerator devices, the “IGPa” pump is turned off as indicated by the
red color while the “IGPaHighWatchdog” is enabled as indicated by the checkbox. The
transition is started by “Evacuate All” button shown in Figure 52. As described in the
specification, in case the “IGPa” pump is off, the “IGPaHighWatchdog” should be
disabled. This can be observed in Figure 53. At the end of the transition, “IGPa” pump
should be on (indicated by the green color), the “IGPaHighWatchdog” should be enabled, and the message “Action succeeded: Evacuate All” should be displayed. All these
observations are shown in Figure 54.

Figure 52 – Example of a manual test: Initial conditions
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Figure 53 – Example of a manual test: Intermediate observations

Figure 54 – Example of a manual test: Final observations

BDD tests
ASD vacuum ruleset are tested using the Cucumber BDD framework [10]. Tests that
cover all the good and bad weather scenarios for all the compartments’ operations are
defined in Gherkin language [11]. Figure 56 shows an example of such a scenario.
Scenarios’ steps are implemented using Google Test [12] and Google Mock [13]
frameworks.
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Figure 56
55 – Example of a BDD test scenario
In this project the behavior of the accelerator compartment in addition to some of the
operations of the octagon compartment were modeled in SysML. The specifications
for the accelerator compartment were not affected by the new decomposition of the
vacuum subsystem. Thus, the scenarios defined to test the ASD accelerator were reused to test the SysML accelerator. However, some of the scenarios’ steps were removed because of their ASD specific implementation. For example, the steps that invoke the ASD timer. On the other hand, the Octagon compartment was introduced as
a result of decomposing the column compartment into smaller compartments. Thus,
the existing BDD tests do not cover the operations of the octagon compartment. Defining new BDD tests for those compartments is out of the scope of this project.

7.2

Validation

To ensure that the modeling language and associated tool are at the proper abstraction
level for the vacuum experts, weekly meetings were set with the vacuum expert to go
over the models and discuss the language concepts. In addition to that, the weekly
progress meetings and the project steering group meetings served as a continuous and
iterative validation process. The feedback that the stakeholders provided during those
meetings ensured the completeness and correctness of the language and the tool. ■
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8.Comparison of model complexity between SysML, ASD and
Dezyne
This chapter compares the complexity of the accelerator compartment state charts
modeled in SysML, ASD, and Dezyne. The accelerator compartment was selected because its specifications were not affected by the decomposition of the vacuum system.
Thus, the SysML accelerator model can be compared with the existing ASD and
Dezyne models.

8.1

Metrices

There are several metrics that can indicate the complexity of state charts such as [14]
[15]:
• Total number of simple states including simple states within composite
states
• Number of transitions including default transitions
• Structural Cyclomatic Complexity (SCC) which is based on McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity metric. It can be calculated using the following formula: |NSS - NT - 2|, where NSS is the Number of Simple States and NT is
the Number of Transitions.
Although these metrices can give an approximation of the complexity of state charts,
they operate on simple states and ignore composite states and thus the structural differences between ASD, SysML, and Dezyne are not considered. Dezyne does not support sub-state charts, which means that Dezyne models are flat. Both ASD and SysML
models have hierarchical structure. However, they are still different. ASD allows only
a single level of substate chart nesting. On the other hand, SysML models consists of
multiple layers of sub-state charts. To provide a better estimation of the complexity of
state charts, the number of levels is added to the above mentioned metrices. Another
aspect that plays an important rule in the complexity of the state charts is the representation of the model. This was also added to the comparison metrices.

8.2

Comparison results

Table 5 shows the comparison results. ASD has the highest number of simple states
(36) while Dezyne has the lowest (26). However, the number of simple states in all
three languages is comparable. The number of transitions in ASD and Dezyne is comparable (63 and 67 respectively) while the number of transitions in SysML is twice as
high (102) taking into account that the transitions that appear in both a parent state
chart and a substate chart are counted only once. The high number of transitions in
SysML is caused by the additional transitions in each substate chart such as default
transitions. The high number of transitions in SysML is reflected in a high SCC compared to Dezyne and ASD (25, 39, and 70 respectively).
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Table 5 – Results of complexity comparison between SysML, ASD

ASD
Dezyne
SysML

Number of simple states
38
26
30

Number of transitions
63
67
102

SCC
25
39
70

Number of levels
2
1
3(average)

Representation
Textual
Textual
Graphical

The interpretation of these results is subjective because the definition of complexity is
subjective. For example, having a flat state chart with a smaller number of transitions
might be simpler for some people than a state chart with multiple levels, others might
argue that breaking the state chart into multiple levels– regardless of the large number
of transitions– reduces the complexity because it provides abstraction while keeping
each level simple, for example, the average SCC for SysML model per level is 2. Other
factors that can make the complexity of state charts subjective are the representation
of state charts (graphical, tabular, or textual) and the familiarity with the modeling
language.
When taking a closer look at the ASD and the SysML models the following observations can be made:
The design can play an important role in the complexity of the model. If we zoom in
one of the sub-state charts of the ASD model as shown in Figure 57, we can see that
some states have a large number of fan in and/or fan out. These transitions can clutter
the model and make it appear more complex. This problem is avoided in the SysML
model by using the diagram connectors as explained in section 5.3.2.

Figure 57 – ASD sub-state chart
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Looking at the top level of both ASD and SysML state charts, shown in Figure 58 and
Figure 59 respectively, we can see that the ASD top level seems simple (lower number
of states and transitions) compared to the SysML top level. However, the SysML top
level is more detailed and contains meaningful information for the vacuum experts.
The complexity in this case is again subjective as the fewer states can be less complex
for some people while they might be meaningless for others and vice versa.

Figure 58 – ASD Top level of the accelerator model

Figure 59 – SysML top level of the accelerator model
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8.3

Conclusion

This chapter presents comparison metrices and results for the complexity of
state charts in Dezyne, SysML and ASD.
The interpretation of these comparison results is subjective. It depends on several factors such as familiarity with the modeling language, domain knowledge,
representation of the modeling language, the design of the models, and personal taste.
In the scope of this project, SysML is the best choice based on the feedback
of the vacuum expert. ■
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9.Conclusions
This chapter presents the results achieved in this project as well as the future work
related to it.

9.1

Results

The main goal of this project is to improve the development process of the vacuum
subsystem by reducing the complexity of the vacuum ruleset as well as shortening the
feedback loop between the system and software teams. In order to achieve this goal,
the vacuum system was decomposed into smaller isolated compartments and the
ruleset for this decomposed system was defined. In addition, SysML modeling language was introduced to model the decomposed vacuum ruleset in a way that is intuitive to the vacuum experts.
According to the feedback from the vacuum expert, the graphical representation combined with the use of composite states in modeling the vacuum ruleset made every
layer of the model simple and easy to follow, moreover, the way of modeling the common behavior and exception handling – described in Section 5.3.2. and 5.3.3. respectively- helped keeping the model clean and avoid cluttering it with transitions. All of
this made the SysML models of the vacuum ruleset intuitive and easy to follow. The
vacuum expert also stated that with some training it will be possible for him to make
similar models. In addition, SysML models demonstrated that the vacuum decomposition leads to a simpler ruleset. this way, changes can be applied much faster, which
speeds up the vacuum development iterations.
On the other hand, this project did not explore the formal verification possibilities with
SysML models. Recommendations regarding this aspect are discussed in the upcoming
section.

9.2

Future work

This section presents some suggested features to further improve the work presented
in this project.
•

The scope of this project covered modeling the accelerator compartment and
parts of the octagon compartment. Future work includes completing the octagon compartment model and modeling the remaining compartments and system transitions.

•

The ability to formally verify the vacuum ruleset models is one of the aspects
that were not covered in this project. An investigation of SysML tools with
formal verification capabilities could be conducted. Also, frameworks to
transform SysML models into other languages that supports formal verification could be explored.

•

As discussed in Section 7.1.2. , the existing BDD tests used to test the ASD
ruleset cannot be reused with the decomposed vacuum rulesets. BDD tests
could be made more generic to allow for reuse with different modeling languages. In addition, BDD tests for the new compartments and the high-level
flows could be defined.

•

This project included a comparison of the effect of using SysML as a modeling language on the understandability of the model. Another study could be
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conducted to illustrate the effect of decomposing the vacuum system on the
complexity of the ruleset.
•
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SysML models and code generation could be integrated into a continuous integration continuous development (CICD) pipeline. ■

10. Project Management
This chapter describes some of the project management aspects and processes conducted during the project.

10.1

Project Plan

The initial version of the project plan shown in Figure 60 was defined during the first
weeks of the project. It illustrates the project activities and an estimation of time required to complete each step along with the related milestones. This initial plan was
revisited several times during the project. Changes were made based on the progress
and changes of the project scope. Figure 61 shows the final version of the plan.

Figure 60 – Initial project plan
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Figure 61 – Final project plan

10.2

Communication plan

To keep a short feedback loop with the company’s stakeholders, a weekly progress
meeting was planned with the company supervisors, system architect and the vacuum
expert. During this meeting progress was presented, the plan for the next week was
discussed, and feedback was given to the candidate. Similarly, bi-weekly progress
meetings were held with the university supervisor.
Every month, a Project Steering Group (PSG) meeting was held, this group includes
the university supervisor and the company supervisors. During this meeting the progress was presented, current risks and mitigation plan were discussed, project plan was
revisited and appropriate changes were made according the current status of the project, planning of the next month was discussed, and finally feedback was given to the
candidate.

10.3
•

Risk management plan
A list of risks along with their proposed mitigation action (to reduce the
chance of the risk materializing) was maintained during the project as shown
in Table 6. This list was regularly reviewed with the Project Steering Group.■

Table 6 – Risk table
Risk Description
Specifications of the decomposed vacuum system are
not available yet

Consequences
Blocks technology selection
and prototyping

Conflicting opinions between stakeholders about the
weights of technology selection criteria

Blocks technology selection,
some stake holders might not
be satisfied with the result
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Mitigation Strategy
At least one transition
should be defined by February 7 to be used for prototyping
Discuss the issue in the
first PSG, negotiate and
decide on the weights

Expectations of the project
are not clear

Project deliverables influence both the project plan
and the technology used

Vacuum expert Rients de
Groot is not available to participate in the project

A vacuum expert is needed
to review new state machines, as well as give regular feedback on vacuum language and models

Lack of expertise in Simulink

Slows down and could block
the progress

Simulink generated code is
not thread-safe

Combining single threaded
code execution with ASD
multithreaded runtime can
cause problems like deadlocks
Some stakeholders are not
convinced of Simulink verification capabilities
Can block the progress of the
project

Conflict of priorities regarding verification
Dependency on the decomposition activity
Dependency on MathWorks

Might take a long time to discover that Simulink is not a
valid option

Discuss the expectations
in the first PSG and modify the plan and technology selection criteria accordingly
Discussed the issue in progress meeting, as a result
Joost will review the new
specifications and Naren
will provide feedback
from a vacuum expert prospective
Try to get support from
TU/e, Sioux, and MathWorks
Meeting with Ed and Vladimir to evaluate the problem and find possible solutions
Spend some time on a prototype (time boxed)
Set deadlines to ensure
that I always have something to work on
Define a backup plan
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11. Project Retrospective
This chapter presents a reflection on the project from the author’s perspective.

11.1

Reflection

The project conducted over the past nine months brought many challenges in both
technical and non-technical aspects. Thus, it was a great opportunity for me to improve
my technical and soft skills. This ambitious project had two main goals: enabling the
vacuum experts to model the behavior of the system by themselves and modelling the
new decomposed vacuum specification and integrating them with the existing codebase. Both these goals are very interesting and extremely challenging at the same time.
A significant amount of the project time was devoted to learning the domain, studying
the existing codebase, and investigating tools and technologies. For example, to select
a suitable modeling language, I had to learn several languages and tools in relatively
short time in order to make prototypes, verify their intuitiveness with a vacuum expert,
adapt the models according to the feedback, and integrate the generated code with the
existing codebase. These experiences – as challenging as they were– have tremendously broadened my field of knowledge.
After a successful prototyping phase with Simulink, we decided to use it as the modeling language of the vacuum ruleset. However, as I started to model more complicated specifications it turned out that Simulink was not the right choice. To reach this
conclusion, in addition to going through the available documentation and examples, I
collaborated with several people from multiple organizations (ThermoFisher, TU/e,
Sioux, and MathWorks). This was one of the most stressful times during the project
and as a result of this set back we had to rescope the project. The most important lesson
that I learned from this challenge is that all findings are valuable, even if the results
seemed disappointing.
During this difficult period of the project, I was very transparent with my stakeholders
about my progress (or the lack of it sometimes). This helped me a lot because sharing
the problems I was facing started a discussion. Even when we can’t fix the issues on
the spot, I almost always had some suggestions to try or got some help getting in touch
with someone who might know better about the problem. In addition, sharing the problems helped managing my stakeholders’ expectations. since they were aware of the
situation and the delay it caused, they were open to the idea of rescoping the project.
In conclusion, this project was a great experience, it introduced me into a new domain
as well as new tools and technologies. Moreover, I had the opportunity to collaborate
with people from different disciplines and organizations.
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Glossary
Transmission
(TEM)

Electron

Vacuum Subsystem

Vacuum Ruleset

State chart

State

Microscope

A transmission Electron Microscope operates by transmitting a beam of electrons
through a specimen to generate a very
high-resolution image (below 0.5 nanometers).
The hardware and software responsible
for creating and maintaining very lowpressure level in the microscope chambers.
The logic that controls vacuum devices to
maintain the required vacuum levels for a
specific microscope.
The state chart shows the sequence of
states that an object can go through as
well as the events and conditions causing
the transition from one state to another.
The state chart also shows the actions that
the object performs while transitioning or
upon entering or exiting a state.
A state represents a situation during the
life of an object at which it performs some
activities or waits for some events.
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